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I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, the use of networked computers and networked systems is an essential
part of daily operations of organizations across the board from academic institutions to
small businesses to multinational corporations. As the adoption of these systems grows,
so does the potential for their misuse.
A primary goal for an organization’s security endeavors is to minimize their
security risks. One way to think of security policy is an assumption of risk. How much of
organization’s resources should they devote to security to guarantee that they are
reasonably protected from a potential attacker? There are a wide variety of tools and
systems used to harden an organization against attacks. Firewalls are a common first
line of defense. Firewalls simply decide what incoming and outgoing traffic should be
allowed to pass through the network. Other examples of common tools are malware
scanners, which search for malware on infected machines or security scanners that
report vulnerabilities in systems or software. These are some of the more basic
technologies employed by the security industry. A more advanced security technology is
an intrusion detection system, which allows for a more complete picture of security by
automatically detecting security events.
An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a piece of hardware or software that
detects misuse or unauthorized access of a computer and reports the activity to an
interface or log file. Intrusion detection systems can be host-based (HIDS) or networkbased (NIDS). Host-based intrusion detection systems monitor aspects of a specific
computer, such as changes to the file system, to detect attacks. A network-based
intrusion detection system monitors network traffic and automatically reports suspect
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activity. These systems help security analysts to identify, record, and react to security
incidents. This research is mainly concerned with network-based intrusion detection
systems and will refer to network-based intrusion detection systems as simply intrusion
detection systems. A distinction will be made if referring to a host-based intrusion
detection system.
Two distinct types of intrusion detection systems are signature-based intrusion
detection systems and anomaly-based intrusion detection systems. Signature-based
intrusion detection systems compare each packet that passes through the sensor to a
database of known attack signatures. If the packet matches a signature, it will generate
an appropriate alert. Most signature-based intrusion detection systems have a
recommended base set of signatures, however custom signatures can be created by an
organization. Anomaly-based intrusion detection systems are concerned with network
behavior and generate alerts when atypical traffic appears on the network. They must
be specifically calibrated to the network they are monitoring to be effective. That is, they
must have a baseline in which to compare traffic. Another type of intrusion detection
system is a behavior-based intrusion detection system, which looks for evidence that an
attack has taken place, rather than the attack itself.
Some common intrusion detection systems are SNORT [39][47] and Bro [35],
both of which are open source and signature-based. OSSEC is a popular, open-source
host-based intrusion detection system. Cisco IDS is a commercial network-based
intrusion detection system and is anomaly-based. For the purpose of the visual intrusion
detection system, the SNORT intrusion detection system was used.
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The SNORT intrusion detection system is a widely used and adopted signaturebased intrusion detection system. SNORT was chosen for this project mainly because it
is one of the strongest intrusion detection systems for Linux environments and it can be
set up on inexpensive desktop hardware. As such, SNORT is one of the most widely
deployed intrusion detection systems in the field today. It was originally created by
Marty Roesch and he founded the company Sourefire around the tool. Sourcefire
provides many commercial products built around the open-source intrusion detection
system and as such is very committed to maintaining SNORT.
The SNORT intrusion detection system is concerned with monitoring the traffic
passing through the network, as opposed to monitoring a host computer. The SNORT
installation monitors traffic on the network by inspecting packets. As these packets pass
through the network interfaces monitored by SNORT, they are compared to a set of
predefined rules, also known as signatures. When a packet matches one of these rules,
an alert is logged to the SNORT log file. The information that is printed about that alert
is defined in the rule as well.
A base set of these rules is provided by Sourcefire’s Vulnerability Research
Team. The Vulnerability Research Team is tasked with researching new threats and
designs rules to detect them. These rules are available both a free and commercial
form. Commercial subscribers receive new rules as they are released. All rules are
released for free after thirty days. The base set of rules is very useful to organizations
because they do not need to spend time creating signatures for each new threat and get
a better quality rule as well. If the base set does not meet an organization's needs, they
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can create their own custom rules or disable rules they believe are causing an
inordinate number of false positives.
A prototype of a visual intrusion detection system, known as ARL-VIDS, was
created. The tool displays information generated by the SNORT intrusion detection
system. It does not assist in creating rules but rather consumes the output of those
rules. It is assumed that the user has a well maintained set of rules. An example of alert
from a SNORT log file:
08/09-18:05:12.048806 [**] [1:2104:6] ATTACK-RESPONSES rexec username
too long response [**] [Classification: Potential Corporate Privacy Violation] [Priority: 2]
{tcp} 54.49.60.203:23831 -> 206.140.145.7:31581
The first part of any alert is the timestamp that the alert occurred. This timestamp
is configurable in the snort configuration file and can print no year, a two digit year, or a
four digit year. This example 08/09-18:05 has no year and means that the event that
triggered the alert happened on August 9th, at 6:05 pm. The type of this alert is an
ATTACK-RESPONSE and the description of the attack is “rexec username too long
response”. The classification for the rule is Potential Corporate Privacy Violation.
The priority system for SNORT is as follows: a priority of one is the most severe
and a priority of five is the least severe. This specific alert was assigned a priority of
two, which means it is fairly severe. The next field describes the network protocol that
the alert was triggered with. The most common are UDP or TCP. In this case it, was
TCP. The final part of the alert describes the sender’s IP address and port as well as
the destination IP address and port. The arrow makes the sender to destination
relationship easy to understand.
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These log files are very useful for network security analysts, however, as they
grow in size they become significantly harder to digest. The problem with these text
alerts are that they have to processed serially by the user. Therefore, it is difficult for
analysts to distinguish important alerts and to recognize patterns.
Goodall [15] divides the process of performing the role of a network security
analyst into three distinct tasks: monitoring, analysis, and response. Understanding
each of these tasks is integral to understanding how a security visualization tool will be
used in industry.
Monitoring is primarily handled by an intrusion detection system, such as SNORT
or other monitoring tools. The IDS logs security events and network analysts are
responsible for analyzing them. A challenge for the monitoring task is information
overload. A delicate balance is required for creating alert signatures. If the thresholds
that cause the alerts to fire are too low, then it will cause information overload and
reduce the analyst’s effectiveness. However, if the thresholds are too high, attacks will
eventually be missed.
Analysis typically begins with an alert generated by the intrusion detection
system. The task is concerned with breaking down a singular alert or pattern of an
attack propagated over the network to uncover the source, methodology, and severity of
the attack. Response is the action that the security analyst takes in response to an
attack or security event. The action can include a generic incident response, updating
and patching security holes, or simply reporting the incident.
The monitoring task is very important because analysis and response are heavily
dependent upon information provided by the intrusion detection system. The task of
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monitoring is highly dependent on establishing “situational awareness”, which can be
supported in network visualization tools by giving analysts a view of the entire network
on a singular display [14][22].
However, it is difficult for network security analysts to identify patterns of
malicious behavior by scripting or monitoring log files because of the massive amount of
data. Government agencies and companies alike rely on their networks for tasks such
as communication, data processing, and data storage. The growth of these networks,
their size, and complexity pose problems for analysts. The massive amount of network
data generated from multiple sources prevents a human from digesting the raw data
effectively. Intrusion detection systems help to reduce the analyst’s load by helping
pinpoint security events. However, given a large data network, intrusion detection
systems still produce massive amounts of alerts. Therefore, analysts need an efficient
way to analyze large amounts of data. Visualization is desirable in this situation.
Visualization is a growing trend in security software. Visualization is building a
graphical representation of either an abstract or concrete concept to aid in creating a
greater understanding of that concept. Visualizations can range from very basic graphs,
such as pie charts, bar graphs, or line plots to extremely complex graphs, such as
treemaps. These types of visualizations can be found throughout security software.
Information Visualization:
The field of visualization can be broken up into many subdomains. However, an
important one for network security visualization is known as information visualization.
According to Shneiderman and Plaisant [45], information visualization is defined as the
“use of interactive visual representations of abstract data to increase cognition”. This
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separates information visualization from scientific visualization, because scientific
visualization revolves around concrete concepts such as our solar system or the
structure of proteins. Scientific visualization is used to study constructs that exist in the
real world, how they interact together and with outside forces. However, the purpose of
information visualization is to find patterns and identify outliers in abstract data that does
not have a discernable physical form.
Information visualization leverages the ability of the human brain to recognize
patterns and spatial separation by taking abstract data and giving it a visual structure
based on its attributes. For example, a database has no physical structure and can be
viewed as abstract data. For non-trivial databases, the overview of the tables can be
daunting. However, building a visualization that clusters common database fields can
give the consumer of the visualization an immediate idea of what is commonplace in the
dataset. This also easily applies to network log files, as they can be viewed as flat
databases.
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Research exists covering the feasibility of two-dimensional visualizations of
intrusion detection data, user-centered security visualizations, and three-dimensional
visualizations of intrusion detection data. First, the foundations of information
visualization and various visualization techniques are reviewed. This is followed by a
review of the literature accompanying various tools available for security visualization.
Visualization Literature:
The Visual Information Seeking Mantra [44], proposed by Ben Shneiderman, was
the concept that helped form the initial prototype for a visual intrusion detection system.
The mantra describes the best practice for viewing a large set of data as: “overview first,
zoom and filter, then details on demand”. This mantra is quite common throughout the
field of information visualization and empowers users by giving them the ability to
manipulate the visualization. The first part is simple: an overview of the data, the big
picture. Zoom and filter is concerned with allowing the user to focus on a specific part of
the dataset and filter out information they deem unnecessary. When it comes to threedimensional data, the zoom can also be applied literally. Details on demand gives the
user the ability to drill down into the data by selecting an object in the visualization to
receive more detailed information about that object. All of these concepts are fully
embraced by the visual intrusion detection system.
Ben Shneiderman has also expanded on the Visual Information Seeking Mantra,
explaining that the additional tasks of “relate, history, and extract” can help to add
additional value to the visualization. Relation means the visualization offers a visual cue
on relationships between data points. History means that the visualization saves its
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state, so that the visualization can be replayed and actions can be undone. The extract
task deals with allowing further information extraction by allowing sub-queries of filtered
data. An example of an extracting task is an analyst wanting to identify all critical alerts
that deal with malware in a dataset. The analyst could apply the critical alert filter to
show only critical alerts and then query for the string “malware” which gives the analyst
the exact information he is looking for. All of these concepts are integrated into the
visual intrusion detection system.
From the research by Jie Zou and George Nagy [51], it is known that computer
systems are very effective at pattern recognition; however human interaction offers
many additional benefits. For this reason, one of the objectives of this thesis is to design
a user-centered tool that assists network security analysts in recognizing patterns which
will ultimately lead to better overall network security. While there are benefits to
automatic pattern recognition, the goal of this thesis is to produce a tool where pattern
recognition and response are primarily user dominated actions.
The effectiveness of a user-centered visualization approach to intrusion detection
has been explored by John Goodall et al. Goodall’s research found that analysts
performed better and were able to better understand the process of intrusion detection
when the tool was catered to their needs [14]. His research offers support for the
assertion that a user-centered tool is the best way to create an effective visual intrusion
detection mechanism. This study was conducted using a two dimensional graphing
application, thus there is still work to be done in regards to three-dimensional
visualizations.
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Ware [49] and Shneiderman [45] both provide many suggestions for creating
both 2D and 3D information visualizations. Ware concentrates on applying human vision
research to creating visualizations. His book explains how light, color, space, and other
factors can be beneficial or detrimental to visualizations. Each of these concepts are
explained in depth and guidelines are given on how they can be used to improve
visualizations. Ware also explains the concept of a glyph, which is an object that
represents data. The shape of the object is dictated by the data’s characteristics.
Glyphs are mainly used to represent abstract data. Shneiderman’s research is based on
how users interact with visualizations and he offers many suggestions to help improve
the user’s experience. These suggestions include simplifying the user’s interaction with
the visualization and keeping the visualization clutter free. The suggestions provided by
these researchers are extremely helpful for designing an effective visualization.
Security Visualization Tools:
Since this thesis concentrates on visualization techniques for security data,
security visualization tools were reviewed. The main purpose of this was to identify the
different visualization techniques included in each tool. An analysis of how these tools
relate to ARL-VIDS can be found in the Materials and Methods section of this thesis.
The tools reviewed include the ORCA project, IDS Rainstorm, SnortView, Tudumi, P3D,
Spinning Cube of Potential Doom, VisAlert, NVisionIP, and the Intrusion Detection
Toolkit.
The Oak Ridge Cyber Analytics (ORCA) project [4] from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory is an advanced system that incorporates an analysis engine that uses
machine learning, a correlation engine, and pulls data from multiple sources. These
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sources include raw network data, machine aggregation data from sources such as
Splunk, and intrusion detection system data. With minimal user interaction, the tool
processes data and can be viewed in various forms: two-dimensional graphs, pie
charts, and swarm plots. However, the tool does not have three-dimensional plots. Still,
the tool and associated research provide interesting insight into combining different data
sets to create a single visualization.
IDS Rainstorm [1][12] is a 2D visualization system for the StealthWatch intrusion
detection system. Time is plotted on the x-axis and IP addresses are broken up into
multiple y-axes. The tool maps alerts to pixels that are color encoded based on priority.
The system uses a red (high), yellow (medium), and green (low) priority for colors. The
visualization supports zooming in to view the data up close and also provides details on
demand.
SnortView [21] is a 2D time-based visualization of SNORT alert logs. According
to Koike and Ohno, the most important information to be available in the visualization is
the time the event occurred, the type of the event, the source of the event, the
destination of the event, and the underlying details. The details can be different based
on the type of event that occurs. Since SnortView is a 2D tool, it uses multiple frames to
display this information all at once. It also employs a matrix representation of source IP
and destination IP, so the information can be displayed together. One detail that makes
SnortView useful and somewhat unique is that it supports real-time monitoring.
Tudumi [49] is a tool that provides 3D information visualization of audit logs for
system administrators. The tool takes three different logs as input: syslog, wtmp, and
sulog. Tudumi constructs a visualization by grouping connected hosts by their domain
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name and creating a stack of disks. Each disk represents its own domain and the disks
contain various glyphs. Spheres to represent accessed hosts and cubes represent
logged-in users. Users can select these items to drilldown into the log data. Tudumi is
an auditing tool, it does not provide real-time monitoring.
P3D [31] is a 3D visualization tool to visualize network scans. It uses a
stereoscopic parallel coordinate visualization. The tool consists of two parallel xy
planes. The left plane consists of the source IP address and the source port mapped to
the x-axis and y-axis respectively. The right plane maps the destination IP and port in
the same manner. Each connection during the scan is represented by a line running
from the source plane to the destination plane. Filtering is an available feature in P3D.
The tool was built to combat attackers that employ tactics to deceive or confuse network
administrators by modifying packet headers or rapidly changing source ports during a
scan.
The Spinning Cube of Potential Doom [24] is a 3D visualization of network traffic.
The tool uses network data from the Bro Intrusion Detection System to collect
information on TCP connections and creates a 3D scatter plot. The x-axis represents
the destination IP addresses, the y-axis represents the source IP addresses, and the zaxis represents the port numbers. Completed connections are represented by white
dots, while incomplete connections are colored. The colored dots are considered to be
possible malicious traffic. The visualization can be rotated by the user.
VisAlert [12][26] is a 2D visualization of the intrusion detection system log files.
The tool can visualize output from many different host-based and network intrusion
detection systems, including SNORT. The visualization consists of a large circle, with
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outermost rings representing alerts and the center representing the network. Lines are
drawn linking alerts on the outer rings to their network locations in the middle of the
visualization. This tool is interesting because it incorporates visual indicators, or glyphs.
For example, if many lines are drawn from one type of alert to one network node, those
lines are combined. Then the line is thickened and color coded so it can immediately be
distinguished by the user. This tool is an example of a tool that can incorporate multiple
datasets and is one of its biggest strengths.
NVisionIP [23] is a 2D scatterplot visualization of network flow data. The tool
plots host addresses on the y -axis and subnets on the x-axis. Events are assigned a
color based on their characteristics. The tool provides very robust drilldown features for
different levels of data aggregation. The high-end is an entire class-B network of 65,534
addresses, which can be drilled down to a single host. The tool provides a magnifying
glass pointer to zoom in on the data. A very unique feature of NVisionIP is allowing the
user to build their own rules into the visualization.
The Intrusion Detection toolkit [22] is a 3D information visualization tool that
builds a visualization from raw TCP packets or intrusion detection system data. The
view of the visualization is similar to ARL-VIDS, consisting of a 3D graph with spheres
representing alerts. The visualization has support for alert selection, filtering, labeling,
and mapping. An interesting feature of this visualization is an alert aggregation option,
which reduces the sphere representing the alerts to a wireframe and allows the alerts to
be drawn on top of each other.
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III.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The ARL-VIDS project is an industry-university cooperative research effort
between the Army Research Laboratory and the Security and Software Engineering
Research Center at Ball State University. The project began as an exploratory study to
develop a novel network security visualization that provides network security analysts
with an alternative view from traditional displays.
Once the project matured, it grew into an effort to design novel 3D information
visualization techniques. The primary goal being to improve the user experience for
network security analysts. This thesis describes the process for identifying these needs
and creating solutions in response to those needs. The first objective of this research
was to understand what is currently required of security visualizations. To accomplish
this, a review of the literature related to 3D visualization, information visualization, and
more specifically network security visualization techniques and design is required. Once
foundation of research is established, then a survey of current network security
visualization tools will help to identify what features are currently lacking in visualization
tools. Once a survey of existing tools is complete, new visualization techniques will be
designed and implemented into a 3D visualization prototype to meet the identified
needs of network security analysts not addressed by current tools and requested by
industry analysts, namely those from the U.S. Army Research Laboratory.
While designing visualization techniques to include in the visualization prototype,
this research prioritizes exploring proactive, user-centric visualization techniques. The
belief is that these techniques leverage the user’s experience and intuition to improve
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the visualization. These techniques allow the user to refine the visualization to their
individual preferences.
The final objective of this thesis is to gather qualitative and quantitative data
about ARL-VIDS prototype and the included visualization techniques. This information
will be gathered by applying existing, documented SNORT intrusion detection datasets
to test the visualization. Also data about the visualization will also be gathered through
surveys of network security professionals.
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IV.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The obvious place to start when designing novel network security visualizations
is to analyze tools currently being used by network security analysts. Many security
visualization tools were already covered in the literature review, however, not every tool
used by network security analysts is backed by published literature. The beginning of
this section describes another set of dashboard monitoring tools. These tools were used
internally by our research team to analyze security data independently from the ARLVIDS tool.
Dashboard Monitoring Tools:
BASE [3] stands for Basic Analysis and Security Engine. It is a simple dashboard
interface for viewing SNORT intrusion detection system logs. It is built upon an older
tool called ACID, which stands for Analysis Console for Intrusion Databases. The
interface is quite simple (Figure 1). It displays the percentage of alerts from each
protocol such as TCP, UDP, and ICMP. BASE also allows an analyst to view the most
recent unique alerts which is very helpful in identifying outliers.

Figure 1. An overview of the BASE interface.
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Snorby [46] is an open-source Ruby on Rails application built for network security
monitoring. The application works with a few intrusion detection systems but it is mainly
used with SNORT. Both SNORT and Snorby come packaged with the Security Onion
Linux distribution. Security Onion is used for network security monitoring. Snorby
provides useful network metrics such as the most active alert signatures and graphs to
display the data, as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. An overview of the interface for Snorby.

These dashboard monitoring tools were used to view data collected by the
research team independently from ARL-VIDS. These tools do a good job of providing
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analytics for databases that contain SNORT alerts. This information was used to gain
insight into the visualizations created by the ARL-VIDS tool.

Analysis of Security Visualization Tools:
Both 2D and 3D tools were surveyed in the literature review and there are plenty
of commonalities between them. For example, every tool surveyed included a way to
access details on demand. Therefore it can be concluded that this is an essential
feature. Keeping with the Visual Information Seeking Mantra, many of the tools also
included an overview of the data and implemented a zooming feature. These features
appear to be almost mandatory for a successful visualization. ARL-VIDs also shares
common features with some of these visualizations including color-coded alert priorities,
support for tagging data, and mapping to a graph. Many unique features were seen in
the survey such as unique visualization designs and advanced features such as
compatibility with multiple datasets.
However, from our survey of existing security visualization tools it can be
concluded that ARL-VIDS contains several unique features. These features include:


visually linking matched alerts



using spike glyphs for alert aggregation



automatic scaling of objects based on position



a glow effect for new data points

Many of these features improve upon techniques found in other tools. For example,
PD3 and VisAlert use visual links, however they are not query based. PD3 links the
source to the destination and VisAlert visually links the network location with the alert.
These links are static and cannot be modified by the user. Another example is how the
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ID toolkit handles alert aggregation by using a wireframe mode, while ARL-VIDS
automatically generates spikes to handle alert aggregation. Automatic scaling based on
the user’s position and a glow effect for new data entering the visualization were unique
features according to the survey of tools.

History of ARL-VIDS:
The original concept for the visual intrusion detection system is credited to Lee
Trossbach at the United States Army Research Laboratory. Lee and Andrew Toth, also
from the United States Army Research Laboratory, have acted as consultants on the
direction and progress of the project.
The ARL-VIDS tool has had many reincarnations as it has moved through the
development process. Robert Littleford and Blake Self, two Ball State University
students, were responsible for the first three ARL-VIDS prototypes. These incarnations
are laid out into separate releases below:
ARL-VIDS .1
The original ARL-VIDS prototype, which we’ll refer to as ARL-VIDS 0.1, laid the
foundation for the ARL-VIDS project (Figure 3). Like its descendants, the tool was built
using the Qt application framework [37]. The OpenGL library was used for rendering.
This prototype incorporated both 2D and 3D real-time visualization of SNORT alerts.
The axes consisted of the Destination Port graphed on the x-axis and the Source IP
Address graphed on the y-axis. For the 3D visualization, the timestamp was graphed on
the z-axis. The range of the IP addresses displayed on the x-axis was customizable.
The user could zoom in on the graph from a fixed position. Details on demand were
accessed by double clicking on an alert.
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Figure 3. ARL-VIDS .1 prototype. The alerts are color coded based on priority.

This version of the software was demonstrated to the Army Research Laboratory
on June 18th, 2010. The feedback given as a result of this presentation was very
influential to later releases of the tool. Many of the suggestions ultimately made it into
the final iteration. A brief overview of the feedback received is below:


Combine the elements of the 2D and 3D visualizations into one 3D visualization.



Add the ability to maneuver around the visualization.



Incorporate a grid to help user’s maintain orientation.



Instead of graphing time, use a set of ranges mapped to different types of alerts.



Allow the ability to only show alerts from a certain time frame.



Allow alerts to be visually selected and display the details on screen.
All of these features, besides the grid ultimately made it into future iterations of

the project. The grid was implemented and tested but ultimately was decided against as
it cluttered the visualization. A rectangular box was ultimately used to house the
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visualization. This box provided users with a sense of orientation and does not clutter
the visualization.
ARL-VIDS .2
The second iteration of the project, ARL-VIDS 0.2, built upon the original
application by incorporating the feedback from the Army Research Laboratory. The 2D
and 3D visualizations were combined into one 3D visualization. Time was removed from
the z-axis and replaced with the SNORT ID, also known as SID. These are unique to
each SNORT alert. Figure 4 shows the visualization at this stage. The x-axis and y-axis
are no longer static; the user can plot source IP address, destination IP address, source
port, or destination port on them.
One major difference between this iteration and the original prototype was that
careful attention was paid to making the application perform efficiently. The original
prototype generated its own alerts and displayed them in the visualization. This
prototype was actually exposed to real SNORT logs in the alert_fast output format. For
efficiency's sake, the file parser keeps track of the file position. The first thing the tool
does is an initial read and then it sets the file position to the end of the file. After this first
read, the file is not accessed again until it is modified. When the file is modified, it is
read from the previous file position to the end and the file position is updated. This
makes sure that only new information is being read and dramatically increases
performance over a full read on every update.
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Figure 4. ARL-VIDS .2 prototype using flat squares. Alert selection is demonstrated here.

Additional features added in this iteration include the ability to rotate, zoom, and
reset the orientation of the visualization. Alerts are no longer completely opaque, so that
they do not obstruct the view of other alerts. Alerts can also be selected by the user
through a mouse click. When an alert is selected, information about it is displayed. An
early implementation of the tagging feature was implemented during this iteration as
well.
Feedback sessions with the Army Research Laboratory on this iteration of the
tool generated the following results:


Use spheres to represent alerts, instead of 2D squares.



Add the ability to change the priority of an alert in the visualization.



Allow analysts to add custom tags to alerts and have them persist in the
visualization.



Implement filtering based on alert priority.
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Allow the user to lock into a single alert in the scene and allow them to view the
visualization from the perspective of that alert.



Allow the x, y, and z axes to be customizable with any of the five value types.
(Source IP Address, Destination IP Address, Source Port, Destination Port, and
Snort ID).

ARL-VIDS .3
The third iteration of the tool, ARL-VIDS .3, was redesigned to incorporate many
of the requests given by the Army Research Laboratory. The 2D squares were replaced
in favor of spheres. The ability to add a customized tag was introduced as well. A user
could right click on a tag, select the “Tag this alert” option and type the tag they wanted
to display. The ability to filter based on alert priority was also added to the
visualizations. These features are represented in Figure 5 and 6.

Figure 5. The ARL-VIDS .3 prototype. Priority editing is shown here.
Figure 6. An example of tagging from the ARL-VIDS .3 prototype.
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ARL-VIDS 1.0:
The next iteration of the ARL-VIDS project replaced OpenGL with the OGRE3D
rendering engine [33]. OGRE3D stands for Object-oriented Graphics Rendering Engine.
It is a popular graphic rendering library written in C++. The use of a full-fledged
rendering engine helped speed up the process of building graphics for the visualization
because code for low-level graphics was handled by OGRE3D (Figure 7). Instead the
new iteration concentrated on writing code for features and used OGRE3D’s objects
and mesh system to quickly develop visualizations. These meshes were generated
using editors such as Google Sketch-up and Blender3D. The rendering engine also
provides other innate features not available natively in OpenGL.

Figure 7. Early iteration of ARL-VIDS 1.0 using only OGRE3D.

The current version of the Visual Intrusion Detection System was built using the
Qt framework for the user interface and the OGRE3D rendering engine to render the
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visualization. The user interface of ARL-VIDS built using Qt and OGRE3D is pictured in
Figure 8.

Figure 8. An overview of the ARL-VIDS 1.0 tool.

The window on the right side of Figure 8 consists of a mapped three-dimensional
graph and each sphere in the graph corresponds to one or more alerts. The axes are
variable and can be changed depending on the analyst’s preference. In Figure X, the
source IP is the x-axis, the destination IP is the y-axis, and the source port is the z-axis.
Examples of other values the axes can have are the SNORT ID that generated the alert
and the destination port. The camera or user’s view in the visualization is completely
controlled by the user. The user can move up, down, around, and through the threedimensional graph.
The window on the left side of Figure 8 is labeled the information panel. When an
alert is selected with the mouse, the fields that describe that alert are displayed in the
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information panel. This information consists of each field provided by the SNORT
intrusion detection system and also the exact count of that alert in the visualization.
ARL-VIDS’ design empowers the user by embracing the Information Seeking
Mantra of “overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand” and its extension
“relate, history, and extract”. When a log file is loaded into the tool, the analyst is given
an overview of the data. The analyst can then move freely into the visualization,
narrowing down the specific area they want to see. They can filter data either through
the filtering options or through the search feature. Finally, when an analyst selects an
alert they see the details of that alert, thus details on demand. The user can also find
relations between alerts by selecting an alert and then choosing the correlate option.
Then the user selects a field to correlate on. The tool automatically draws lines between
alerts that share the chosen field with the selected alert. The tool keeps a history of
alerts by keeping track of the number of the same alerts in the visualization. Finally, the
extract action can be completing by using the search feature and filtering in combination
to create sub-queries for the data.
Visualizing Multiple Occurrences:
One major limiting factor with the ARL-VIDS prototype was if one alert matched
another on the graphed axes, the alerts were simply drawn on top of each other. The
ARL-VIDS prototype stored the alerts that matched this way in memory. However, there
was no visual cue to inform the user that a similar alert had occurred more than once.
The user was required to manually select the alert and then read the count field. For the
purpose of network monitoring, this is unacceptable. Identifying common alerts is useful
for both identifying potential false positives and investigating repeated attacks against
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the network. The quicker this can be done, the better. Requiring analysts to cycle
through all of the alerts by manually clicking them is cumbersome and ineffective. This
feature is lacking in many of the reviewed 3D visualization tools.
Therefore, incorporating a solution into the ARL-VIDS prototype was of upmost
importance. A visual cue to mark multiple occurrences alert in the scene graph was
necessary. One of the original ideas out of the Army Research Laboratory ended up
showing the most promise: spikes. The idea is simple: a spike is drawn on the surface
of the sphere for each additional occurrence of an alert. One spike for each alert
occurrence in excess of one. For example, if specific alert occurred twice, the renderer
would draw one sphere for the original alert and one spike for the additional occurrence.
The initial work for prototyping the spikes generated two different meshes: one
created with Blender3D and the other created with Google Sketch-up. Refer to the two
spiked spheres are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Blender3D and Google Sketch-up spike models.

While it was decided that the Blender model was the more aesthetically pleasing
of the two models, the Google Sketch-up model provided better performance with our
renderer. The Blender model is more complicated and vibrant but it contains more
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polygons to render. The Google Sketch-up model uses less polygons and therefore
lightens the rendering load. The ARL-VIDS tool can potentially be rendering a
substantial amount of data, depending on the input load. Therefore, the efficiency of the
Google Sketch-up is more desirable than aesthetics for this tool. As such, the ARLVIDS tool currently uses the Google Sketch-up model for spikes.
While testing this feature, it became apparent that after a certain point, the
number of spikes was no longer visually recognizable. The purpose of creating these
spikes is to give analysts a way to quickly approximate the number of times an alert has
happened. However, once the number grows into the teens it becomes increasingly
difficult to spot count the number of spikes. Even counts of seven and eight can be
difficult for some users. This is an identified limitation with spiking. To reduce confusion,
we have implemented a feature that once the number of occurrences grows over
twenty, we use a generic spiked model that is uniformly covered in spikes. This lets the
analyst know that the alert has received a large number of occurrences and then they
can selected the alert and view the count if an exact count is more appropriate for their
needs.
Alert Colors:
Snort alerts are assigned on a priority based on a one-to-five scale. One is the
highest priority and five is the lowest priority. The ARL-VIDS tool has six distinct
priorities, the five priorities from the Snort IDS and a custom priority for reported alerts.
The colors used are basic colors: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, and Grey.
In the first Ogre3D prototype, the color palette was very bright. It was reported by
the Army Research Laboratory that the bright colors were difficult to look at for long
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periods of time. Darker, metallic colors were requested instead. Therefore, a darker
color scheme was implemented. Along with the darker colors, lighting was introduced to
help give the spheres depth. These two improvements help to make viewing the
visualization for long periods of time easier.
One intriguing suggestion received at the 2013 S2ERC Showcase in Chicago,
Illinois was to use a color palette where the colors are far apart on the visual spectrum.
When colors are far apart on the visual spectrum, they can be distinguished easily. This
is a very interesting suggestion because on low resolution monitors, it can be difficult to
distinguish between red and orange. Some examples of colors that are distant on the
color spectrum are cyan, magenta, and yellow. Using colors such as these ensures that
users will not have difficulty in distinguishing one color from another.
However, there is some merit to using the known threat advisory colors. A
primary example of this is the Homeland Security Advisory System of the United States.
These colors consist of Red (most dangerous), Orange, Yellow, Blue, and Green (least
dangerous). This hierarchy is fairly intuitive and should be recognized by most users,
which is the rationale for using it in the first place.
One research effort that can combine the merits of both approaches is the
research effort of Cynthia Brewer and her work on the ColorBrewer tool [6]. The tool
was designed to aide cartographers in selecting effective color schemes for maps. The
tool can be found at http://colorbrewer2.org. The tool allows the user to select the
number of data classes, the nature of the data (sequential, diverging, or qualitative), and
then chose a color scheme. Selecting six data classes and qualitative data gives a
range of color schemes to choose from. One of them consists of red, blue, green,
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purple, orange, and yellow (Figure 10).The color scheme is similar to the current ARLVIDS color palette replacing the grey with purple. The most helpful information provided
by the ColorBrewer tool is the exact RGB values of each of the colors. The current RGB
colors used are different and this is quite helpful in continuing to perfect them.

Figure 10. The Color Brewer tool with settings matching ARL-VIDS.

Image Capturing:
While developing the ARL-VIDS tool, screenshots were used heavily for
presentations, status reports, and various documents. The usage of screenshots was so
commonplace in interactions with the tool, it was an easy decision to build screenshot
functionality in. The screenshot is simply an image of the visualization at a specific point
in time. A user could do this through their operating system, but it would involve
cropping and resizing the image. It is much more usable simply built into the application.
The screenshot feature is useful for analysts because their can save the visualization to
share with colleagues at a later date.
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New Alerts:
One of the first feature requests for the ARL-VIDS tool was a way to distinguish
the newest alerts in the visualization from the older alerts. New alerts are usually the
most important information coming through the visualization. Older alerts simply provide
a historical reference for identifying patterns. However, it was difficult to get this
information from the visualization because you had to specificity click each alert to view
its timestamp. This was not an efficient use of the visualization. A visual cue needed to
be added to the visualization for when a new alert was added to the scene. However, it
should not be too obtrusive to disrupt the viewing of the current visualization, but it
should be obvious enough to warrant attention. A glow or bloom effect was decided as
the simplest and most effective solution.
The original design for this feature revolved around leveraging a built in feature of
the OGRE3D rendering engine known as compositors to achieve a glowing effect. In
general, compositing is overlaying separate sources of visual data into one image to
create a homogenous scene. In OGRE3D, making a composite scene involves
overlaying different viewports. A viewport is the two-dimensional view (usually a
rectangle) the user looks through to see a two dimensional space. It can be thought of
as the camera lens to a three-dimensional scene.
To achieve the glowing effect, two viewports had to be created. One of the
viewports contains all of the alerts rendered normally. The other viewport contains the
glow compositor, with all of the new alerts rendered normally and the rest rendered
black. Then, these two viewports are laid on top of each other. The effect is that only the
new alerts have the compositor applied while all the other alerts do not. A listener class
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was required to be able to turn the compositor on and off, following the observer design
pattern. The listener would keep track of the time the alerts had spent in the scene and
notify the OGRE3D thread when it was time to turn off the compositor. In practice, the
effect itself was not visually distinct and looked like a colored mist surrounding the
object. To make matters worse, it was heavily mitigated when the visualization was
saturated.
Therefore, another technique was necessary. While visiting the Army Research
Laboratory in 2013, it was decided to use the lightning properties of OGRE3D meshes.
The OGRE3D meshes use a lightning model based on the Phong reflection model
[36].This model consists of ambient light, diffuse light, specular light, and emissive light.
Ambient light represents the directionless global light. Diffuse lightning is the lighting
contained in the scene, such as spotlights. Specular light represents the highlights
created from diffuse lighting. Emissive light defines the light the object itself emits.
Figure 11 is an example of one of these files.

Figure 11. An example of an Ogre3D material file.
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The different types of light are expressed as RGBA values. They are represented
as percentages. RGBA is the standard Red, Green, and Blue color model with an
additional Alpha component. The alpha value denotes the alpha channel, which controls
the transparency. This material is to be completely opaque, therefore a value of 1.0 is
used.
Ambient and diffuse light create the material’s color. Ambient light is responsible
for the base color of the alert. It describes the color the alert would be if there was no
directional light in the scene. Diffuse lighting dictates how the surface material reacts to
directional lights. This material does not use specular highlighting. Emissive light is the
light the object itself emits. Emissive light is used heavily in graphics applications to
represent objects that give off light naturally, such as lamps, overhead lights, and the
sun.
To accomplish the glow effect for new alerts, the ARL-VIDS tool manipulates the
emissive light value of the material. It programmatically increases the emissive light
value for new alerts in the scene, until it reaches 100%. Then it drops the emissive light
value back to its base value, and then starts over again. When it comes time to stop an
alert from glowing, the application simply removes the emissive material and replaces it
with a non-emissive one. The effect creates a nice glow, which respects the original
color of the alert. It is distinct enough to catch the user’s eye, but isn’t so intrusive as to
disrupt the visualization. The downside of creating a glowing effect this way is the
overhead of modifying the emissive value for the alerts in the scene. There is also the
downside of having two materials for each color, one emissive material and one non-
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emissive one. However, this is almost negligible as it is only a few more materials
definitions and they can all be contained in one file.
Object Matching:
An advanced feature of the ARL-VIDS tool is the ability to match alert fields and
establish visual links between the objects that represent them. These visual links are
useful for analysts to draw relationships between alerts beyond what is displayed by the
visualization graph. For example, if the visualization is displaying Source IP address,
Destination IP address, and the Alert ID on the X, Y, and Z axis respectively, an analyst
may want to match based on source or destination port. This helps the analyst to find
similarities that are not immediately apparent from the visualization.
The feature works as follows: when a user right-clicks on an alert in the
visualization, there is an option to match that alert. If this option is triggered, a dialog
appears that allows the user to select a field to match against. When the user selects a
field, a hash table is built for all alerts in the visualization. The hash table uses the
alert’s unique identifier as the key and the value of the field is hashed. The ARL-VIDS
tool uses Qt’s implementation of a hashtable dictionary, known as QHash. QHash
generates unique hashes for strings and integers. Once the hash dictionary is
generated, all of the entries in the same bucket as the original alert are collisions.
Finally, lines are drawn in the visualization from the original alert to all the other alerts in
the bucket (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Demonstration of Alert Matching based on alert count.
All of the lines are drawn from the source alert.

The current matches that can be made are: Source IP Address, Destination IP
Address, Source IP - Agnostic, Destination IP Agnostic, Source Port, Destination Port,
and Alert Count. The agnostic searches were implemented by the request of the Army
Research Laboratory. When an agnostic Source IP search is selected, it matches the
Source IP of the selected alert with all other IP Addresses, making it source or
destination agnostic. If just Source IP is chosen, it only matches against the Source IP
of other alerts.
Object Scaling:
A unique feature in the ARL-VIDS software is automatic scaling of objects in the
visualization based on their distance from the camera. As the user’s camera moves
around the scene, the objects in the visualization scale proportionality. As the camera
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distance increases, the object grows larger. As the camera distance decreases, the
objects become smaller (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Unscaled Alerts (left) vs. Scaled Alerts (right).

The purpose of the automatic scaling feature is to improve the user experience
when viewing a cluster of data. Without scaling, it becomes difficult to identify individual
alerts in dense clusters. This feature allows the user to “break-up” the cluster simply by
moving the camera closer to it. As a result, it becomes much easier to identify the
individual parts.
The automatic scaling feature is entirely optional. It is not a universally useful
feature and requires non-trivial processing power for large visualizations. Therefore, it
can be enabled and disabled based on user preferences. The feature is still very useful
for medium to small visualizations where the alerts are mostly clustered into a handful of
locations. This has been a common enough theme in the datasets used to test the
visualization that it is a default feature. If it is unnecessary, it can simply be turned off.
As an alternative to automatic scaling, user controlled scaling is also available. It
is controlled by the mouse wheel. Moving the mouse wheel down increases the size of
the alerts, while moving the mouse wheel forward decreases the size of the alerts.
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Users of the visualization that aren’t interested in automatic scaling but still need to view
clusters of alerts will find this feature useful. Controlled scaling can be used in
combination with automatic scaling, in case the automatic scaling doesn't quite meet the
user’s preference.
Other Visualization Features:
Two other features were mentioned previously but still require further elaboration.
These features are alert tagging and multiple views. Alert tagging simply allows the user
to attach a string to an alert in the scene. This is done through an input dialog. The
second feature is multiple views. This feature is useful because it gives the user the
ability to look at the visualization in multiple ways. The most useful way to use this
feature is by using a query to filter one of the visualizations and then compare the
filtered visualization with the original (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Original Visualization (left) Visualization queried for malware (right)

Three-Dimensional Visualization:
Three-dimensional visualization, specifically, three-dimensional information
visualization is controversial. The controversy is mostly centered on the problems of
occlusion and navigation [45]. As it pertains to visualization, occlusion means that an
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object is blocking the line of sight to another object. Three-dimensional visualizations full
of opaque objects can easily become occluded and, therefore, difficult to draw
conclusions from. Navigation can be clunky, because of usability concerns and the
requisite processing power to manipulate the visualization.
However, criticism also exists for 2D visualization for security logs. “2D images
using graph based representations although very useful do not scale well and having
mapping and layout problems” [48]. There are many security visualization tools, both 2D
and 3D. All of these tools were created to visualize data and many are useful for
identifying different types of security threats [28]. Therefore, it is likely that the choice
between 2D and 3D visualization is less a factor in the success of the visualization than
the underlying design. The design should be centered on meeting the user’s needs
while minimizing the weaknesses dictated by the tool’s constraints, such as how many
dimensions are available.
The ARL-VIDS project was committed early to being a three-dimensional
visualization tool. 3D information visualization can be effective with conscientious and
intelligent design using today’s tools. Ben Shneiderman provides both a checklist for
designing an effective 3D visualization and a list of advanced 3D features that can
increase its effectiveness [45]. In the following section, the checklist items are shown in
bold.
Be cautious when using occlusion, shadows, perspective, and other 3D
effects. When designing the ARL-VIDS tool, special care was taken to not overuse
visual effects. Shadows in the visualization are created by a single directional light to
give the spheres depth. Perspective starts as an overview of the entire scene graph and
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then is passed to the user’s control. Occlusion can be a problem, but the free-run
navigation and view switching hotkeys mitigate it.
Reduce the configuration steps required by users when performing
actions. A simple user interface was an initial design goal for the project. Most user
actions can be done through triggering one menu item and filling out a dialog. To
minimize interaction with the user interface, there is also context menu that is show on
right-click to. The menu items differ depending on if it user clicks on an object or the
background. When an object is clicked, only items pertaining to that object are
displayed. When the background is clicked, only items that pertain to the visualization
as a whole are displayed. This allows users to quickly access what they need.
Make sure that the text is readable. Text for the visualization is so important
that a completely separate class is used to handle it, outside of the main Ogre3D
distribution. The class is called MovableText and it creates billboard object to display
text. This means that the text’s orientation moves with the user, so that the text is
always readable as the user rotates around the visualization. The text is an off-white,
which contrasts well against the black, blue, and purple background.
Reduce unnecessary clutter and distractions. In its basic form, the
visualization simply spheres placed on a 3D graph. The visual elements for alert
matching, identifying new alerts, and other features are more complicated. If these
elements become cluttered or distracting, they can be removed or turned off. If the user
wants to just focus on one type of alert, then the search function can be used.
Make movement simple. It was decided early on in the Ogre3D implementation
to give the user free reign. The user can move up, over, under, around, and inside of
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the visualization. The controls will be very natural to anyone who has played computer
games. The WASD keys move you up, left, down, and right respectively. The Q and E
keys strafe left and right respectively. If an alert is selected, then moving left, right, up,
and down moves the viewport in relation to that object. These controls will be simple for
people who have experience with them.
Guard against errors. Since this visualization graphs the spheres on and X,Y,
and Z axes, there isn’t much room for logical errors. However, there can be display
errors, such as alerts being drawn on each other etc. To help prevent this, there is a
feature that allows alerts to automatically scale up or down based on their distance from
the camera. The user can also scale the alerts manually using the mouse wheel.
Simplify movement of items in the visualization. Object movement couldn’t
be simpler. Spheres only move if an axis is changed. The user does not have the ability
to move objects freely. Instead, they should move their camera position.
Organize items and enable users to view groups. Users can construct groups
by using the search feature to pick out groups of items. Groups based on priority can
also be created by only showing one priority. Another way to create groups is to use the
alert matching feature to find alerts that share common fields.
Below are the guidelines provided by Ben Shneiderman for enhancing a 3D
visualization. Many of these are advanced graphic features. Almost all of them are
implemented in ARL-VIDs in some way.
Make objects transparent. For the purpose of this project, this means making
the materials that wrap our objects transparent. Transparency is useful because it
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reduces the effects of occlusion. This is important because occlusion is one of the major
problems to overcome to create an effective 3D visualization.
Provide users with a history. ARL-VIDS has two display modes: real-time and
retrospective. The retrospective mode provides a rich history of the dataset. History can
also be taken to mean a way to undo actions taken by the user, which is also available
for many of the features that show or hide alerts from the visualization. Tags and alert
matches can also be deleted by the user.
Allow users to interact with objects. There are a handful of actions a user can
take to interact with an alert in the scene. Alerts can be annotated with a tag describing
that alert. They can be selected, which displays relevant information about that alert.
They can also be matched with other alerts in the scene. Other actions are also
available, such as showing or hiding an alert from the scene.
Allow collaboration with multiple users. From the outset, this tool was meant
to be used in a collaborative manner. A single log file can be shared between multiple
instances of the visualization. The tool works best when multiple analysts are
collaborating through the use of correlations and tags.
Allow users to edit text and give them the power of selection. Users are
given the ability to enter the text for each alert they create, which lets them create their
own descriptive text. The only limitation is the number of characters. For details on
demand, there is a floating information panel that displays all the relevant information
when an alert is selected. It displays all of the fields contained in the log file, plus
number of times that exact alert appears in the scene.
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Allow users to select, tag, and measure objects in the scene. Most of these
features are already outlined above. However, to reiterate, users are given the power to
select alerts from the scene. The alerts can be marked with a new priority or a tag
describing the alert. The tool also measures the number of identical alerts in the scene.
The tool also measures the number of alerts that match on an individual field when
using the alert matching feature.
Implement queries to remove unnecessary items. The ARL-VIDS tool
implements queries for filtering in two ways: quick priority filtering and criteria based
filtering. Quick priority filtering is accessible through the right-click context menu and
allows filtering on the basis of priority. The criteria based filtering allows the user to
search based on a string that is then matched to alerts in the scene.
Allow meaningful movement. Meaningful movement is built into ARL-VIDS in
two ways: moving in relation to objects and with view hotkeys. When an object is
selected, the arrow keys move in relation to that object. For example, moving left or
right moves around the object as the point of rotation. View hotkeys allow the user to
quickly adjust to a different view. The CTRL + Y rotates the view to looking down the Y
axis, CTRL + X and CTRL + Z work the same way with their respective axes. The home
key returns to the original overview.
Enable use landmarks that can be seen from a distance. For the ARL-VIDS
project, the rectangular box that contains the visualization serves as the landmark. The
billboarding text that labels the axes and is used for tags can also serve as a landmark
and be read from a distance.
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Allow users to create multiple views. Multiple views are very useful for this
type of visualization. For example, an analyst may want to see all the alerts that contain
the string “malware” but also be able to reference the overview of the visualization. This
is possible using the search feature. When doing a search, the user can select for the
results to display in a new visualization window. This allows them to look at multiple
views of the visualization at once.
Use icons that are easy to remember. The spikes that denote multiple occurrences of
an alert are good example for this. It is a simple glyph that immediately lets the user
know that a single alert has been triggered more than once. If there are many spikes, it
is obvious that the alert has triggered many times.
Provide an overview of the data. The main view of the ARL-VIDS tool is an overview
of the data.
Allow the user to switch views. Many hotkeys are available in ARL-VIDS to rapidly
switch the user’s view.
Datasets:
The first dataset used to test the visual intrusion detection system was the
SNORT intrusion detection data from a specific dormitory network at Ball State
University. The data was collected on a network sensor and passed to a local SNORT
installation. This sensor generated massive amounts of alerts. 94,600,000 alerts were
collected in a six-month period. Hours were spent refining the rule set to exclude
signatures that generated a high number of false positives.
Additionally, the MIT Lincoln Laboratory DARPA intrusion detection data sets [8]
were used to test the visualization. The intended purpose of these data sets is to
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evaluate the effectiveness of an intrusion detection system. They are one of just a
handful of freely available data sets for testing intrusion detection systems and their
related tools. However, they are not without their problems. The datasets are from 1998
and 1999, so they are dated. Also various researchers have expressed concerns
whether the way the datasets were generated truly mimics an actual enterprise network
[28]. Still, these datasets are one of the most thoroughly documented and published
data sets available. They contain documented attacks which is useful because those
attacks can be tied back to the visualization. Despite their problems, these data sets
provide a concrete way to begin assessing the effectiveness of a visualization tool.
Another dataset used to test the visualization was the hack.lu 2009 information
security visualization contest dataset. [17] This dataset is a 708 MB packet capture
(pcap file) collected from a honeypot. A honeypot is a machine that is intentionally
vulnerable to attack, so that data can be collected about attacks made against the
machine. The attacks in this dataset are not expressly documented, so the use of this
dataset to examine the visualization was exploratory in nature.
Packet captures from networks afflicted with known malware were also utilized.
Specifically, a pcap file of a network afflicted with the Zeus Trojan. The purpose of using
this particular file is to see how a computer infected with by a trojan would affect the
visualization.
Generating alerts from these packet capture (pcap) files is quite simple. SNORT
can take a pcap file as input and compare those packets to its database of signatures.
That output can be piped into a file and that file can be fed into the visualization.
Additionally, tcpreplay can be used to inject packet captures through a network interface
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to trigger SNORT alerts. The tcpreplay method is mostly useful to make sure a local
SNORT installation is working as intended. Directly feeding the packets to SNORT is
preferable.
Independently generated alerts were also used to test how the visualization
reacted in certain cases. These alerts were typically generated using a virtual machine
running a Security Onion [42] distribution. Security Onion is an Ubuntu-based Linux
distribution used for intrusion detection and network monitoring. It comes packaged with
intrusion detection systems such as SNORT and Bro, as well as monitoring tools such
as Snorby. Security Onion is very useful because a functional SNORT install can be
deployed very rapidly.
Once the Security Onion monitoring virtual machine was set up, then different
machines or virtual machines were employed to “attack” the monitoring virtual machine.
For example, nmap was used to port scan the monitoring network interface to generate
port scan related alerts. Another tool, Metasploit, was used to test the IDS signature.
The tool is typically used for penetration testing and contains pre-programmed exploits
that can be launched against remote machines. However, generating alerts this way
wasn’t entirely successful. Many attacks failed for various reasons: the exploit was
patched, the attack was blocked on the network level, or the exploit was overlooked by
the intrusion detection system. Despite this, a handful of log files were generated using
this method.
The final method employed to generate alerts was using a free tool named
Rule2Alert [40]. This python program allows the user to specify a particular alert
signature or a group of alert signatures and then crafts a packet designed to trigger that
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alert. The packets can be saved as a pcap file or simply forwarded to the intrusion
detection system. The tool uses Scapy [41] to craft its packets. Scapy is a packet
manipulation program/library widely used in the security industry. Rule2Alert allows us
to manually trigger alerts, so we can see what they look like in the visualization. The
packets generated by Rule2Alert were saved to pcap files and then fed directly into
SNORT’s command line interface to generate alert logs.
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V.

RESULTS

Dormitory Data:
During the course of the ARL-VIDS research effort, it became obvious that real
intrusion detection data was necessary. Some of the most widely published and
available datasets, such as the MIT Lincoln Laboratory DARPA dataset are criticized in
the literature for not being representative of a real network. Therefore, it was necessary
to look elsewhere for a representative dataset. Organizations that were contacted were
not interested in supplying their proprietary intrusion detection data to the project. With
the other options exhausted, the research team decided to generate their own set of
intrusion detection data.
The project eventually passed Ball State University’s internal review board and a
SNORT sensor was set up on the network for one of the university’s largest dorms.
When this sensor was set up, it collected a massive amount of data. Approximately one
million alerts were generated each day. When reviewing the new log files, it became
immediately obvious why network analysts require alternative tools: the dataset was
simply too large to be processed in a traditional way. Figure 15 and 16 are example
captures from a 24-hour period and represent over a million individual alerts.
The ARL-VIDs tool was useful for dealing with these datasets, however, they
were generally broken up into one hour time slices. Alert correlation and the spike
glyphs were especially useful for identifying common alerts. Working with this tool and
network administrators at Ball State University, the SNORT rules were tuned by
increasing the thresholds of common alerts to reduce data overload so that researchers
could search for patterns in the datasets.
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Figure 15. ARL-VIDS rendered with BSU dormitory alerts.

Figure 16. Alternative view of ARL-VIDS dormitory alerts.
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Common Patterns:
While testing the ARL-VIDS tool using various datasets, common patterns began
to emerge. Many visualizations ended up with lines of alerts down one axis. After further
inspection, it became clear that these were port scans. Identifying port scans is
important for network security analysts because port scanning is often a precursor to
further attacks.
Example settings for finding port scans in ARL-VIDS consists of axes set to
destination port on the x-axis, source IP on the y-axis, and SNORT ID on the z-axis.
Port scans can consist of three basic types: vertical, horizontal, and block port scans [7].
Vertical port scans probe some or all of the ports on a single machine. Horizontal port
scans probe the same port on multiple machines. Block scans consist of both vertical
and horizontal scans to cover a large number of systems and ports. ARL-VIDS is
effective at detecting vertical port scans. With the aforementioned settings, a vertical
port scan will simply show up as a line down the x-axis. More careful analysis would be
required to detect horizontal or block port scans, but it is possible.
One of the common ways attackers avoid detection is by scanning ports over a
long period of time and non-sequential scanning of ports or IP addresses [30]. However,
this strategy is not effective against the ARL-VIDs visualization. It does not matter if the
attacker scans over a long period of time or if they scan non-sequentially, the line of port
scans alerts will still show up. Realistically, the best way for a port scan to avoid
detection through the ARL-VIDS tool is to not be detected by the intrusion detection
system at all.
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Another common pattern seen in datasets is an L-shaped cluster of alerts
nicknamed the “angle bracket” (Figure 17). This pattern is typically seen when graphing
source and destination IPs along with the SNORT ID. In this instance, the angle-bracket
means that the source and destination are converging to a point and moving out from
that IP address. This is an interesting pattern and it has been seen in many of the
datasets tested: DARPA and Hack.lu. The pattern is usually caused by ping type
commands such as IRC pings (in the case of the DARPA dataset) or other entities that
broadcast across the network.

Figure 17. Example of an "angle bracket" in ARL-VIDS.

Questionnaire:
To gather feedback about the visualization techniques in the ARL-VIDS tool, the
ARL-VIDS project was presented to a group of security practitioners from Ontario
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Systems. The study started with a short demonstration of the ARL-VIDS tool, where the
various features were explained. A hands-on session followed, where previously
collected SNORT IDS logs were pumped into the visualization through scripting. The
hands-on session was then followed up with a questionnaire.
The questionnaire, which can be found in the Appendix, consists of four main
sections. The first section gathers demographic information about the individual taking
the questionnaire. The second section consists of questions about how ARL-VIDS
compares to other tools, the effectiveness of the visualization, and if it could improve the
user’s workflow. The questions are answered based on a Likert scale between “Strongly
Disagree” and “Strongly Agree”. The third section asks open-ended questions about
what the important features are in ARL-VIDS. The final section of the questionnaire
asks the individual to rate each feature of ARL-VIDs in importance on a one (least
important) to ten (very important) scale.
The results from the questionnaires were very positive. None of the participants
had used a 3D intrusion detection visualization before and found it very unique, but they
were receptive to the benefits of 3D visualization. The participants had mostly used 2D
visualization in the past. All of the participants indicated that the ARL-VIDS tool was
different from what they had used previously and that the features would be useful for
their day-to-day operations.
For this thesis, the most important information gathered is the data on the
usefulness of each of the visualization techniques included in ARL-VIDS. The scale for
these data is one (least useful) to ten (most useful).
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Usefulness of visualization techniques
Color-coded Priorities

9.7

Alert Spikes

9.0

Zooming

8.7

Alert Filtering

10.0

Alert Matching

9.3

Alert Tagging

10.0

Multiple Visualization Windows

9.3

Figure 18. Visualization technique scores from questionnaire.
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VII.

FUTURE RESEARCH

The ARL-VIDS project has been through many iterations of prototyping and has
become relatively mature. However, there are many areas that can still be improved.
Information visualization, as a whole, is a very open field and there are many
opportunities for future work.
IPv6 Information Visualization:
An interesting problem for information visualization researchers is effectively
mapping IPv6 data into a visualization. Visualization for IPv6 data is important because
the adoption of IPv6 is increasing and eventually IPv4 will be replaced entirely. The
main reason being that IPv4 addresses have been exhausted. This means that IPv4
addresses are no longer unique per device. The IPv6 address space of 2 128 [10] is
exponentially larger than the IPv4 address space at 232, therefore it solves the address
exhaustion problem.
Many information visualization tools, ARL-VIDS included, only visualize IPv4
data. One reason for this is that IPv4 data is stored in a 32-bit address and is therefore
easily converted into a 32-bit integer and therefore is easily graphed on a coordinate
plane. However, IPv6 addresses are stored in 128-bit addresses and therefore cannot
easily be represented as a number in most modern programming languages. The
largest number defined by modern programming languages is an unsigned long which
is 64-bits. Therefore, these IPv6 addresses cannot be mapped for visualization in the
same way as IPv6 data.
Another problem is that the address space for IPv6 is substantially larger than
IPv4. Therefore, visualization techniques that work for IPv4 visualization are not
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necessarily effective for IPv6 visualization. Also, it is not enough to only visualize IPv6
addresses. IPv4 and IPv6 addressed are currently in use today. Therefore, a network
visualization tool really should be able to handle both simultaneously.
The work of David Barrera [2] is a recommended place to start for researching
IPv6 visualization. His suggestions for visualization of IPv6 addresses include filtering
the unused address space, mapping IPv6 addresses into IPv4 address space unused
by the visualization, and using tree maps. Taking these ideas and building them into a
visualization tool could prove very useful.
Compatibility with Other Datasets:
When presenting the ARL-VIDS project at various S2ERC showcases, one
question that is always asked is if there will be support for other data sources. Further
work could certainly be done to explore other datasets besides SNORT. Most of the
work would be to map the information from the dataset to the framework of the
visualization. For example, the dataset would need to be broken down into objects, like
the alerts used from the SNORT intrusion detection system. Once the objects are
established, then the researcher would need to figure out how those objects relate to
the visualization techniques built into the ARL-VIDS tool.
Some of the most requested data sources consist of other intrusion detection
systems, such as OSSEC, Cisco IDS, and Bro. Another commonly requested data
source is Splunk, which is a “big data” solution that aggregates both computer and
network data for analytics. It would certainly be interesting to see how other data
sources would map into the ARL-VIDS framework, but it was outside the scope of this
thesis.
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Large Scale Studies:
Another extension to this thesis could be a larger-scale study to gather feedback
from network security analysts of different backgrounds. The original study included
security practitioners from Ontario Systems. Feedback has also been given by network
security analysts at the Army Research Laboratory. However, it would be interesting to
get network security professionals from other companies and academic institutions
involved and using the tool on a daily basis.
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VIII.

CONCLUSION

To summarize, a visual intrusion detection system is a potential solution to the
information overload problem experienced by network security analysts. Through the
use of information visualization techniques found in the literature, an iterative prototype
of an intrusion detection visualization was created. Visualizations are effective because
humans are known to have an innate ability to visually recognize patterns and identify
outliers that would be extremely difficult to find in log files. Through effective
visualization design, it is possible to cater to the needs of network analysts and improve
the monitoring task. When the monitoring task is improved, overall network security
increases.
Over the last three years, the ARL-VIDS project has been a test bed for new
visualization techniques. Several novel security visualization techniques have grown out
of the project. These include visually linking alerts based on queries, using spike glyphs
for alert aggregation, automatic scaling of objects, and a glow effect for new data
points. ARL-VIDs also shares many common visualization techniques with tools
surveyed as a part of this thesis, such as object selection and color-coded priorities.
From internal use and user surveys the ARL-VIDs tool holds promise for
improving network security monitoring. All of the visualization techniques scored highly
in the user surveys conducted. ARL-VIDS has grown into a useable tool, however, there
is still work that could be done. The most important being solving the problems of IPv6
visualization. As solutions are found to the problems facing security visualization, the
overall field is strengthened.
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X.

APPENDIX

ARL-VIDS Survey

Demographic Information
Please provide us with accurate information about your background.
What is your title at your current place of employment?
What is the highest level of education you have completed?



High school graduate



Associate degree



College degree



Some postgraduate work



Postgraduate degree
Do you have any impairments that would impact your participation in this study? (Color blindness, lack
of depth perception, any audio/visual impairments?)



Color blindness



Depth perception



Hearing impairment



Other:
How many years of experience do you have in network security?



No experience



Less than 1 year



1 to 3 years



3 to 5 years



More than 5 years
Do you have any experience using intrusion detection systems?
If so, please list them below.
What is your age?



Less than 20



20 to 30



30 to 40



40 to 50



Greater than 50
Have you used any network visualization tools before, and if so please list them.
Please describe the extent of your musical background.
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e.g. Took an elementary school course, play instruments occasionally, professional musician.

ARL-VIDS Feedback
ARL-VIDS is comparable with other systems I have used.
Only answer if Question 7 was answered affirmatively.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
I find ARL-VIDS provides me with the details I require.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
Using ARL-VIDS could help me in identifying important alerts.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
Using ARL-VIDS could increase my productivity during network analysis.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
I believe ARL-VIDS would be beneficial to analyze alerts.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
I would use ARL-VIDS on a regular basis if available.

1
Strongly Disagree
Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

2

3

4

5
Strongly Agree

Comments
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I find the navigation within ARL-VIDS to be intuitive.

1

2

3

4

5

Hard to understand

Highly intuitive

Select a value from a range of 1,Hard to understand, to 5,Highly intu itive,.

Comments
My interaction with ARL-VIDS was clear and understandable.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
I found ARL-VIDS easy to use.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
What features in a VIDS would be important to your company?

Any additional features in ARL-VIDS that you would like to see?

ARL-VIDS with Audio (ARL-VIDS++) Feedback
I find ARL-VIDS++ useful.

1
Strongly Disagree
Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

2

3

4

5
Strongly Agree

Comments
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I find the sounds used in ARL-VIDS++ complementary to the visualization.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
Using ARL-VIDS++ could enable me to accomplish network analysis tasks more quickly.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
Using ARL-VIDS++ could increase my productivity during network analysis.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
ARL-VIDS++ is comparable with other audio systems I have used.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
I believe ARL-VIDS++ would be beneficial for my day to day work.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
I would use ARL-VIDS++ on a daily basis if it was available.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
I find the sound mappings within ARL-VIDS++ to be intuitive.

1
Hard to understand
Select a value from a range of 1,Hard to understand, to 5,Highly intu itive,.

2

3

4

5
Highly intuitive

Comments
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My interaction with ARL-VIDS++ was clear and understandable.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
I found ARL-VIDS++ easy to use.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Select a value from a range of 1,Strongly Disagree, to 5,Strongly Agree,.

Comments
Any additional comments?

Important Features
Which features of ARL-VIDS are important to you?
Please rate from 1 (not important) to 10 (very important).

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Color coded priorities
Spikes for duplicate alerts
Zooming feature
Ability to filter away alerts
Ability to correlate alerts on one
field
Ability to tag alerts
Multiple screens
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Audio feedback when selecting an
alert
Audio feedback when new alerts
are read from file
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